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PETER PUGGERS & MIXERS 2
VPM-7 POWER WEDGER
The VPM-7 has arrived. With all the bells and whistles, and a price that competes with the standard
“offshore” pugmills, the compact VPM-7 does it all. Any clay that has not been fired can be reclaimed in the
VPM-7. Stainless Steel: Shaft, augersand paddles of stainless steel, along with aluminum mixing/pugging
chamber ensures rust-free clay processing. Large Hopper: The oversized hopper door allowsfor easy
loading of up to 14 lbs. of clay per batch. Batch Mixing Capability: Full batch mixing and blending
capability allows for moisture adjustment before pugging.
PRICE $3,499.00 STAINLESS $4.299.00 Optional Stand $299.00

VPM-9 VACUUM POWER WEDGER NEW!!!!
The VPM-9 has arrived. With all the bells and whistles, and a price that competes with
the standard pugmills, the VPM-9 does it all. Any clay that has not been fired can be reclaimed in
the VPM-9. Broken greenware, slop, powder and water can be thrown into the pugmill and reclaimed
in minutes. It is that simple. Stainless Steel: Shaft, augers and paddles of stainless steel, along with
aluminum mixing/pugging chamber, ensures rust-free clay processing. Large Hopper:
The oversized hopper door allows for easy loading of up to 25 lbs. of clay per batch. Batch Mixing
Capability: Full batch mixing and blending capability allows for moisture adjustment before pugging.
Pugmill Output: Switch to PUG after a batch is completely mixed, and the Power Wedger

Price $3,899.00 plus freight Stainless $4.799.00 Stand $299.00

** Stand Optional

VPM-20 POWER WEDGER
This is the de-airing model of the famous Peter Pugger family of fine puggers. Like all
Peter Puggers the VPM-20 features stainless steel construction, a large hopper and output.
It has a batch capacity of 20-30 pounds and a 7” x 7” hopper door with pug size of 3” round.
The VPM-20 comes with a 1 hp, 1 phase motor that draws 10.3 amps at 120 volts. The VPM-20
also offers de-airing of the clay with the help of a 1/3horsepower vacuum pump. The vacuum
feature will make your clay tight!
Price $4,799.00 plus freight...Optional Stand/ wheels price $299.00. Stainless $5,299.00

VPM-30 POWER WEDGER
This is the de-airing model of the famous Peter Pugger family of fine puggers. Like allPeter Pugers
the VPM-30 features stainless steel construction, a large hopperand output. But the VPM-30 also
offers de-airing of the clay with the help of a 1/3horsepower vacuum pump. The vacuum feature will
make your clay tight. In addition, the safety shut-off on the lid keeps hands safely out of the way of
rotating parts. The VPM-30 has a batch capacity of 30-40 pounds with a hopper door capacity of
8” x 8”, a pug size of 3” round, with a 1.5 hp, 1 phase motor which draws 16 amps at 120 volts or
8 amps at 240 volts. Price $6,049.00 plus freight Variable Speed add $150.00

VPM-30TE TILE EXTRUDER WEDGER
This is the de-airing model of the famous Peter Pugger family of fine puggers. Like all
Peter Puggers the VPM-30TE features stainless steel construction, a large hopper and output.
But the VPM-30TE also offers de-airing of the clay with the help of a 1/3horsepower vacuum pump. The vacuu
m feature will make your clay tight. In addition, the safety shut-off on the lid keeps hands safely out
of the way of rotating parts. The VPM-30TE has a batch capacity of 30-40 pounds with a hopper door
capacity of 8” x 8”, apug size of 3” round, with a 1.5 hp, 1 phase motor which draws 16 amps at
120 volts or 8 amps at 240 volts. It also comes with an upgraded motor, aggressive auger, variable
speed control, upgraded structural,tile nozzle and guide plates.
Price $7,299.00 plus freight

***Note if paid with credit card add 3% to total.
** DOWN PAYMENT OF 50% IS REQUIRED AT TIME OF ORDER **
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